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Abstract

Although the Brookhaven AGS will become am injector to RHIC,
it will still be available for external proton beam experiments. I dis-

cuss a number new K decay experiments which have been proposed

for this facility

1 Introduction

This month, the Brookhaven AGS begins its new career as an injector to the
RHIC heavy ion collider. Although this will be its primary function, once
RHIC is running routinely the AGS will still be available more than 20 hours
per day for fixed target proton experiments. Several such experiments have
been proposed, among which are four very topical K decay experiments.

2 E927

E927 is designed to determine IV., I through a measurement of r(ll+ -+
T“e+ VJ [1]. The present determination of ]V&] is based on Ke3 measure-
ments more than 20 years old. It is usually assigned an error of about
1’?ZO, but this degree of precision is achieved by combining data from experi-
ments with quite different systematics[2]. E927 seelks to measure 17(lY~) to
+0.7%, which in principle would allow a determination of IV., I to w 0.35%.
Aside from the fundamental importance of this parameter, Bill Marciano[3]
has noted that there is w 20 violation of CKM unitarity when the present
best values of IVU,I and lVU~lare used.

Unlike previous measurements of this type, E9127 is a stopping exper-
iment. A 700 MeV/c separated beam containing w 30, 000 K+ per spill
is incident on a scintillating fiber stopping target, situated in the central
cavity of the Crystal Ball detector. Augmenting the latter will be endcap
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crystals to complete the solid angle coverage, a cylindrical drift chamber
to detect charged particles, and a plexiglass Cerenkov counter outside the
drift chamber. The technique of the experiment is to detect and identify
the large majority of the ~+ decays to obtain the JY~ branching ratio, and
use the well-known ~+ lifetime to convert it to a :partial rate.

3 E923

Although the Standard Model (SM) predicts a negligible level of T-violating
p+ polarization in K+ + T“p+v decay, some BSM models predict polar-
izations as large as 10-3 [41. In his talk at this conference, Roberto Peccei[5]
emphasized the desirability of a measurement at the 10-4 level. AGS-E923
proposes to do just that, reaching a one CTsensitivity of 0.00013[6]. It is a
lineal descendent of the last round of AGS experiments [7] on this subject,
which reached a ievei of N 0.005. The major improvements with respect to
the older experiments are the use of a separated (2 GeV/c) kaon beam, and
a more granular polarimeter with a higher analyzing power. The proposed
annaratllc ic chmxm in F’im 1 Rn,, crhlv 9(1 m+ll+nn L’+ nar AP.~ cvela TamTIIA-’yy-. -.u” .- -.. . . . . . . . . L .~. -. . . . . ~A.AJ -“ . . . . ...”.. A.. r~~ .-=U “J “.” ,,”u. u

be incident on the apparatus. A relatively large acceptance is achieved by
aiiowing the muons to pass through the (silashiyk) calorimeter on their way
to the polarimeter. Gammas from the r“ are detected in the calorimeter.
The polarimeter stopping material is graphite, which allows an analyzing
power of w 0.36. As in t,he rn-edecessor experirn.ents the nol arizat,ion is rn_fMJ-~----- r –--,––

sured by comparing the clockwise-going vs counter-clockwise-going decay
-1--L------ r------ L1-. --------- -L. .-.-. J :.- L1-– ..– I–.. L... -L--- -----l -.. – ml
t51tXL1UIlS l~(JIIl Lll~ IIIUUIIS SLO~~Wl 111 LIl~ ~(.)lMIIIl~ Lt?I’ WtXl~fSS. 111(3 (2Xp(T-

iment is also sensitive to the T-violating p+ polarization in K+ + ~p+v
decay. Great efforts have been devoted to a design in which systematic
errors can be controlled to the 10–4 level.

4 E949

E949 is an upgrade to E787 designed to measure K+ -+ T+vfi at the
. a—~~/
lu 1event ievei[ti]. ‘-”-U [u ( is expected to reach a singie event sensitivity
of w 8 x 10–11/event for this process when all its data is analyzed. This

is roughly the present SM predicted level[9]. There are very strong reasons
for continuing this study. In the SM, measuring B(K+ + T+VD) is the
theoretically cleanest known way of measuring [Vtd1. If the branching ratio
------ I o ., IA—10 :A :- - - --- :-~:-.~:-- -r ----- —~-._:_-rlnlWWXcis ~ 1.4 A lU

f’nL--- -–-
, lb lb d Lied UJUILJ3LLUU UL Hew pIIybIm[Iuj. .L llUS (Jllt5

either gets a good measurement at the SM level or overthrows the SM!
Projections for E949 are firmly grounded in the experience of E787. The

most conspicuous upgrade to the E787 apparatus is an extra layer of photon
veto counter. This is calculated to improve to To veto efficiency by a factor
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Figure 1: E923 apparatus.

2 —3. It is not essentiai fclr measuring the branching ratio in the kinematic
region exploited so far – the background level for this region achieved in the
analysis of the 1995-7 data of E787 is already low enough for a measurement
at the SM level – but it will allow the experiment to be sensitive to softer
n+, potentially doubling its acceptance. Other substantial improvement
c..-4--- --- —.J. --..: L1- La,......- mn,4n ..-:11 L- ._. LL- Aricl L,. :L--lf
lcll(,bulb Cllc lllclue JJumlulc ut7LcLuiss JJv’iu Will llCLVU IJ1lU i-Lu LJ (,U 1LM511.
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example, the much higher proton intensity, 65 x 1012 protons/pulse (c.j.
13 x 10i2 for E787 in 19!)5), can be used to extend the spill and reduce
the beam momentum, each of which will improve the sensitivity without
increasing instantaneous rates. Additional vetoing, electronic and data-
non~T;Qi+;Amirnnrnxmmnn+c All alan ha rnn,iaUuqu. ”1 “.”1. IU. p. v , VI II ULL. ” ““ 1.. U,lu” K./v II, uuu.

The proposal for E949 is presently in the hands of the DOE. Since slow
beam running of the AGS is no ionger routinely i’un.ded by the agency, each
experiment must be individually approved.

5 E926

There is now wide agreement that the most compelling experiment in the
1-. -- -.-- J...—
KcLull ay b bum, ad orle of t}le Wlost iinpcirtarlt irl all of ?lavor plq-sits is

a measurement of the rate of KL + m“v~. However it is obviously a

considerable experimental challenge: to reach the necessary sensitivity one
must improve on the present state of the art by a factor of more than 105.
AGS-E926 takes up this challenge, proposing measure l?(KL + n“v~) to
tho f~w Y 1 n–13//e~:eH~ 10VQ1 [1 1 ] Thic o=,-norimon+ is ~~~ p~~~er chilrl fnr. ..” .V. , . . L“ .-, ,!,,. AL . L . ..” u.. ye . . ...”... V.... U .“.
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AGS-2000, fully exploiting the unique features of the AGS: the intense flux
at medium energies, the great flexibility of operation and the deep expertise
in rare K decay techniques.

The E926 apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The AGS proton beam is

microbunched on extraction so that the protons arrive in w 200ps bunches
every 40 – 50 ns. The neutral channel is taken off at an extremely large angle
(N 40°) so that a very low energy KL beam results (< pK >N 0.7 GeV/c).
This allows the momentum of the KL to be determined to a few percent, by
timing against the microbunches. Other advantages of the wide angle beam
are a neutron spectrum predominantly below no production threshold and
the small number of surviving hyperons, both of which suppress potential
backgrounds. Photon directions are measured by a live preradiator and the
measurement of their energy and arrival time is completed by a shashlyk
calorimeter. Thus all possible physical observable are measured, which is
crucial for background rejection. The no vertex (amd thus the KL vertex)
is directly measured, rather than inferred, and it is possible to work in the
KL cm system in which many backgrounds can be readily identified and
eliminated. The kinematic handle on backgrounds relieves the otherwise
onerous burden on photo:n vetoing; one need do no better than E787 has
done. In addition, the existence of independent redundant methods of
rejecting backgrounds makes it possible for E926 to actually measure their
level.

A three year run would yield about 50 events at the SM level,
S/B w 5 : 1. This would make possible a direct and unambiguous
measurement of CKM q.
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Figure 2: E926 apparatus.
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6 Conclusion

Running parasitically to RHIC, an extremely cost effective program of kaon
decay experiments could be carried out at the AGS, including some of the
currently most compelling measurements. The experiments are designed
and the collaborations are ready to start. All that is needed is the political
will.

This work was supported by the Department of Energy under Contract
DE-ACO2-98CH1O886.
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